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Living in such a stable place like WA, you could be 

forgiven for thinking that the Parliamentary system we 

enjoy is rock solid. In recent times however, we have seen

a number of overseas democratic institutions threatened. 

The US Congress was stormed by disaffected citizens who

refused to accept a fair election result and Myanmar’s

leader, Aung San Suu Kyi was arrested by the country’s
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own military, demonstrating that democracy, 

although a very stable form of governance is also

vulnerable in a number of countries around the 

world. Both these cases are examples of how

two important hallmarks of democracy can be

threatened, one being the right to dissent (within the

bounds of law) and the other, accepting the will of the

people, following open and accountable elections.

In WA, threats to our democracy are rare. Most rallies

held at State Parliament or on the streets are 

conducted with passion, yet rarely transgress 

beyond the bounds of law. When protests are 

conducted lawfully, despite how boisterous they 

are, rather than being perceived as a threat,

they are a central characteristic of a vibrant and

confident democracy that values citizens’ voices. 

Defining Democracy!
Democracy means ‘voice of the people’ and it is important

that people have the opportunity to have their voices 

heard.  We live in a state where, voting is compulsory for all 

citizens 18 years and older, who are registered as electors. 

This aspect of our democracy maximizes the opportunity 

for most people to have their say and varies from other 

countries, such as the US and the UK, where voting

is not mandatory. Another strength to our democracy is 

that our elections are open and accountable and after 

the people have voted, the result is accepted by the 

community. Acceptance of election results 

demonstrates the voters’ degree of civic literacy.

Even if they are unhappy that their respective party 

or candidate has not won, they can respect the

process that formed the democratically elected

government. We have seen in other countries what

happens when civic literacy is diminished by the

dissemination of misinformation from vested 

interests in both mainstream and social media.

So how do we check that what we’re reading, hearing

or watching  is true? How can we become healthy 

content consumers?

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/WebCMS/webcms.nsf/content/visit-and-learn
https://www.facebook.com/ParliamentWA/
https://twitter.com/parliamentWA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCky_PN1fexRYv7pKlMOO5Xg?view_as=subscriber
mailto:education%40parliament.wa.gov.au?subject=Query%20about%20Parliamentary%20Education
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We have all heard the saying ‘you are what you eat’ but our 

digital diet can also frame us. The way we perceive the world 

can be significantly influenced by the online information we 

consume. Think about how your Spotify account can feed you 

only the genres you want to hear, by algorithmically logging

your previous search catalogue. This bitter sweet symphony

may be convenient but it may also mean you miss some 

great tunes by keeping you stuck in a closed audio loop. 

And what about your preferred streaming service? It is only 

too happy to recommend what you should watch, based on 

your past search results. Before you know it, you’ve burnt 

the whole weekend bingeing on a hybrid cooking/dating 

show called ‘The Spatula’. It’s a bit like scoffing a whole 

pack of biscuits in one sitting. It’s fine at the time but that 

syrupy saturation of sugar can leave a real bitter aftertaste. 

Digesting Democracy!

Defending Democracy 
with a Balanced Diet!
So what happens when we fire up a search engine or log 

onto our socials to grab our daily diet of news and current 

affairs? Just like your Spotify app, you may find yourself

stuck in an echo chamber that feeds back to you your own 

world view.  This echo chamber can either intentionally or 

inadvertently, reinforce misconceptions by providing a 

limited menu of points of view that only align with your 

tastes. You may be dished up a diet of biased opinions 

trying to stir the pot rather than presenting the facts.

Relying on limited ingredients can lead you to a

stew of online content creating, conspiracy theorists,

cooking up a storm of unfounded ideas.  

Before you make a meal of it; check out the sources. 

Ask yourself who’s telling the story? Have they any conflicts 

of interest? Are they putting both sides of the story?

Does the information come from a reputable 

source? Asking all these questions can be a hassle, a bit

like reading the fine print on the side of soup tin but in

order to maintain a balanced diet, it’s important to

know the origins and ingredients of the content

you’re consuming. Checking independent sources is a

way of enhancing the quality control of what you’re

digesting The Parliament of Western Australia  website

is an example that provides you with facts about 

Parliament, the Bills it considers and the people and

processes that turn Bills into Laws. 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/WebCMS/webcms.nsf/content/visit-and-learn
https://www.facebook.com/ParliamentWA/
https://twitter.com/parliamentWA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCky_PN1fexRYv7pKlMOO5Xg?view_as=subscriber
http://www.parliament.wa.gov.au
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Skipping the Spin Cycle!
If you want to learn more about your current MP without

the spin, start with the POWA’s biographical register. 

Rather than dishing up dirty laundry from a vested interest,

this register ensures the relevant facts come out in the 

wash. It provides objective and informative background on 

individual Members. You can find out what the Member

did prior to Parliament and what work they may have 

contributed through Parliamentary Committees. Apart 

from reading their inaugural speech, you can also track 

their other speeches. Have they done enough to warrant 

your hard earned vote or will you hang them out to dry?

Another great source is the Electorate Profiles. You can 

feast on a smorgasbord of informative facts and figures 

relating to your local area. Knowing more about your 

electorate means you will be better informed to decide 

which candidate will best represent you for the next 

four years. Another impartial site to check out is the 

Western Australian Electoral Commission which 

provides up to date information on all aspects of the 

state election. Once you have been equipped with the 

facts you can now go and check out the candidate’s 

policies and compare how closely they may align with

your own.

Elections: A Vote of Confidence in Democracy
With the State Election less than a week away, there is 

effectively 95 job vacancies up for grabs at Parliament 

House. That’s right, every four years, all of those sitting

Members who plan to contest the state election are 

basically reapplying for their jobs. As an enrolled voter

in Western Australia, come Saturday, you are essentially

on two selection panels and get to help choose 6 applicants

in the Legislative Council (using the coloured ballot paper)

from the electoral region you live in and 1 in the Legislative

Assembly (using the white ballot paper) from the electoral

district in which you live. Filling out the ballot paper for the Legislative Assembly

(above) is fairly straight forward, in that you simply 

number the boxes according to who you would 

most prefer to represent you. This means you would 

write the number 1 next to the candidate you prefer

most, the number 2 in the box next to the candidate

you next prefer and continue until you have numbered

all boxes according to your preferences.

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/WebCMS/webcms.nsf/content/visit-and-learn
https://www.facebook.com/ParliamentWA/
https://twitter.com/parliamentWA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCky_PN1fexRYv7pKlMOO5Xg?view_as=subscriber
https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/Parliament/Library/MPHistoricalData.nsf/ScreenMemberBios
https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/WebCMS/webcms.nsf/content/parliamentary-library-electorate-profiles-2021
https://www.elections.wa.gov.au/
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Elections: A Vote of Confidence in Democracy continued..

For the Legislative Council (above) however, you can 

make the process as simple or as complex as you like, 

depending on whether you decide to vote above or below

the line. If you choose to vote above the line, you 

only need to write the number 1 next to the candidate

you prefer. This is a quick and simple way to vote, however

it also means that the candidate/party will choose 

for you how your lower preferences would flow.  

If you elect to vote below the line, be prepared to take 

a little more time and consideration. This way of voting 

requires you to number every candidate on the ballot

paper according to your preferences. Although this 

process takes longer, at least you will be assured that 

your preferences flow exactly the way you intended. 

We’ve all probably endured a barbie or dinner party where 

you get stuck next to the perennial cynic.  How many 

times have you heard their refrain, ‘Doesn’t matter who 

you vote for, they’re all the same’ or ‘They’re only in it to 

feather their own nests’ and ‘They’ve all got their snouts 

in the trough’. Apart from ruining a perfectly good meal, 

these kind of sentiments can also damage perceptions of 

democracy.  We are sure that your Druncle Kev may be 

able to cite some examples to chew over but he is all 

sizzle and no sausage. The vast majority of candidates, 

irrespective of party or ideology, are people motivated by 

the same thing, wanting WA to be the best possible place

it can be. 

People like Edith Cowan (above), who one hundred 

years ago became the first woman in Parliament in 

Australia. The anniversary of Edith’s election win in 

1921 falls on this year’s election eve.  On 13 March  

when you cast your vote at the polling booth and 

devour a democracy sausage or consume a salted 

caramel cupcake at the P&C stall, remember that like 

a century ago, your vote can change the course of 

history and that’s a sobering point to digest.

Happy voting!

‘Politicians are all the Same’ 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/WebCMS/webcms.nsf/content/visit-and-learn
https://www.facebook.com/ParliamentWA/
https://twitter.com/parliamentWA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCky_PN1fexRYv7pKlMOO5Xg?view_as=subscriber

